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CHAPTER 1: OVERVIEW 
 

Welcome, 

If you’ve purchased this eBook then it must be getting pretty cold in your region and golf 

courses are most likely shutting down for the winter. You may also be someone whose 

looking for simple golf drills that you can do at home in the spare time that you have 

since getting to the golf course during a busy work week is challenging at times. 

Whichever the reason, I’m excited you’re here and to share with you 47 golf drills that 

can be performed indoors or outdoors in the comfort of your home. 

I grew up in the Midwest so I had about 7 months of good golf weather and the other 5 

were spent indoors during the snowy and freezing cold months. I’ve compiled an 

extensive list of drills that touch on several important aspects of the golf game so that 

you have a well-rounded practice while you’re away from the course. 

Some of these drills can be taken to the course and performed as well if you’d like so 

don’t hold them strictly to indoors at home. 

Here is the main list of skills that will be covered from the 47 golf drills but I’m sure there 

are many other small skills that will be touched on and improved as a result of these 

drills as well. 

Skills Covered by the Drills: 

 Putting Alignment 

 Putting Stroke 

 Putting Distance Control 

 Putting Accuracy 

 Putting Feel 

 Putting Pressure Simulation 

 Chipping Distance Control 

 Chipping Accuracy 

 Chipping Pressure Simulation 

 Chipping Trajectory 

 Golf Swing Path 

 Golf Swing Shoulder Turn 

 Golf Swing Takeaway 

 Golf Swing Check Points 
 



You’ll find that the drills are somewhat organized based on the skills being tested and 

improved but some drills cover multiple skills and therefore that drill can only be placed 

into one category. 

At the end of the 47 Drills, you can find the Author section which has some additional 

resources for you. 

If you enjoy these drills and want more helpful tips and lessons, stop by my website 

http://NickFoyGolf.com and check out my most recent blog posts. 

Thanks again for your support and your commitment to getting better at golf through 

acquired knowledge. Enjoy! 

  

http://nickfoygolf.com/


CHAPTER 2: PUTTING DRILLS 

 

PUTTING STROKE IMPROVEMENT DRILLS: 

Drill #1: Phone Book Path - Drop two phone books onto the ground at home and 
leave enough distance between them that your putter can barely squeeze through. 
Make practice strokes focusing on keeping the putter path straight and putter face 
square. If you don’t, you may bump into the books which give you feedback that your 
putting stroke wasn’t straight for that stroke. 

 
Drill #2: Phone Book with Golf Ball - Set up two phone books again so that you’ve 
left your putter enough room to make a stroke between them. Now place a 10 foot 
piece of painter’s tape in the middle of the path and parallel to the books so that it 
creates a target line. Several feet of tape should be outside the books so that you 
can see how your ball stays on line for several feet.  
 
Set a golf ball down in the middle of the books path on the target line you’ve created 
and stroke putts. You can use the books to monitor your backswing length compared 
to your forward swing length. The forward swing should be equal or slightly bigger 
than the back swing. Using the books as a guide for a straight putting stroke, try to 
see how many putts you can keep on the tape/target line. 
 
Drill #3: Right Handed Putts - Pick a target to putt to from 3 feet away and using 
just your right hand, stroke one handed putts trying to hit the target. Make sure to 
keep the putter path straight still as well as the face square to your target. This will 
build your putting stroke by ingraining skill with one hand. 

 
Drill #4: Left Handed Putts - Repeating the same drill, use just your left hand to 
stroke 3 foot putts to a target you’ve selected. 
 
Drill #5: The Backstroke Ruler – For this drill a yard stick will work best but 
assuming most people only have rulers, then a ruler will be just fine. Find the half-
way point on either the yard stick or ruler so at 18 inches roughly or 6 inches 
roughly. Set up with your putter perpendicular 90 degrees to the ruler and stroke 
putts by taking your putter back to the different inch marks. Make sure to try and 
follow through the same amount of inches on the follow through for a smooth stroke. 

 

  



PUTTING ALIGNMENT & ACCURACY DRILLS: 

Drill #6: Gap Hole Putting - Your standard golf hole is 4.25 inches so for this drill 

set two books on the ground with a gap of 4.25 inches between them. Place a third 

book or object behind them blocking the path so that you’ve created a small 4.25 

inch wide hole or cage. Starting at 5 feet, putt a golf ball trying to get it inside the 

hole you’ve created and work your way back to further distances as you master the 

shorter distances. You can also narrow the distance between the books to 4 inches, 

3.5 inches, etc if you want to challenge yourself. 

Drill #7: Putting to a Tee - Set up a golf tee so that it’s upside down. Starting 3 feet 
away, putt a ball to the tee trying to knock it over. Then move back to 4 feet, 5 feet, 
and so on. Try to work your way back to 20 feet away and still be able to knock the 
tee over. 
 
Drill #8: Putting to a Tee in a Row - As always there is a putting in a row variation 
of a drill. Set up an upside down tee and starting at 3 feet try to knock it over. Then 
move back to different distances trying to knock it over consecutively at each new 
distance. If you miss, start back at 3 feet. Try to complete this drill where you can 
knock it over from 5 different distances in a row. 

 
Drill #9: Clock of Tees - Imagine yourself at the center of a clock. Set up tees 

around you that are 5 feet away at all the different hours on a clock. Each tee should 

be turned upside down so that it’s standing up but upside down. You should now 

have a circle of 12 tees around you with you at the center. Starting with the 12 o 

clock tee, putt a golf ball trying to knock over the tee. Then putt to 1 o clock, 2 o 

clock and so on working your way all around the clock until you’ve knocked over all 

12 tees. Repeat this drill counter clockwise as well as by placing the tees further and 

further away for more of a challenge. 

Drill #10: 5ft Putting to Cup – Place a cup on its side to act as your hole and 

measure off a 5 foot putt. Then make 25 putts to the glass and record how many you 

make out of 25 into the cup. Keep your misses only 12-18 inches past the cup. 

Drill #11: 10ft Putting to Cup – Place a cup on its side to act as your hole and 

measure off a 10ft putt. Then make 25 putts to the glass and record how many you 

make out of 25 into the cup. Keep your misses only 12-18 inches past the cup. 

Drill #12: Putt into the Sleeve – For this drill find an empty golf ball sleeve box. 

This would be the skinnier 3 ball box that your golf balls came packaged in. Set or 

tape this box so many feet away from you depending on your choice and try to putt 

all 3 balls back into the box. It’s easier than it seems as long as the box is stuck to 

the ground and won’t slide when a ball mishits it. 



Drill #13: Laser Alignment with Partner - Alignment is important for making putts 
but many golfers are not aligned properly at address. This starts the golfer off on bad 
terms and can be a domino effect over time as the golfer tries to fix the wrong things 
while the real culprit is alignment. For this drill place a sticky note or some colorful 
tape on the wall as low as possible so near floor level. Then set up to a golf ball 15 
feet away from the wall. If you have a partner, have them get down on the ground by 
your putter head and aim a laser in line with where you are aimed. This will show 
you where you are aimed in relation to the sticky note on the wall that you think you 
are aimed at allowing you to see if you have an alignment issue. 

 
Drill #14: Laser Alignment without Partner - Find a sleeve of balls or empty 
sleeve box or something that replicates the putter head. Set up this box as if it was 
your putter behind the golf ball. Then step away and get down behind the box to 
laser where your box was aiming to check your alignment accuracy relative to the 
stick note on the wall you were aiming at. 

 
Drill #15: Two Ball Putting - Place two golf balls down on the ground, one above 
the other and touching or nearly touching. Then set up to them as if they were one 
big golf ball. Each ball should take up half of your putter face.  
 
Next make a putting stroke trying to hit both balls at the same time and analyze your 
results. If the top (outside) ball travels ahead of the bottom (inside) ball then you 
likely had a slightly closed face at impact where the toe of your putter struck first 
before the rest of your putter made contact. If the bottom ball leads then you likely 
had an open face where the heel made contact first. If both balls roll together equally 
then you had a square club face. Both balls rolling together equally or the top ball 
slightly outpacing the bottom ball are good signs that your putter face is square at 
impact so do this drill several times and see how your results vary from putt to putt. 

 
Drill #16: Test Your Eyeline - Set up to a golf ball as usual but have a second golf 
ball in your hand. Once set up, keep your head still and raise your second golf ball 
up to your eyes, holding it just shy of your eye. Then drop it so that it falls directly 
down to where your eyes are in line with and it should hit your golf ball on the 
ground. If it does then you’re set up is good and you’re often looking down the 
proper line to the hole. If your ball falls outside or inside of your golf ball then this will 
tell you that you are often looking inside or outside of the actual target line which can 
affect your read and cause pushes or pulls. 

 

  



DISTANCE CONTROL & PUTTING FEEL DRILLS: 

Drill #17: Kiss the Penny - Place a golf ball on top of a penny and then starting 
from a few feet away putt a second ball so that it stops in time to “kiss” the first ball 
without knocking it off of the penny. Keep moving back as you complete this drill 
from closer putts. 

 
Drill #18: The Ace - Find an ace from a deck of playing cards and set it on the 
ground starting 10 feet away from you. Putt a golf ball trying to get it to stop on top of 
the ace. Once you’ve completed this then move back each time to further distances. 

 
Drill #19: Aces in a row - Repeating the Ace Drill, now see how many putts in a row 
you can get to stop on the ace. Once you putt a ball and it stops on the ace then 
remove it so that it won’t affect the next putt. Remember your personal bests from 
different distances so that you can try to break them each time you do this drill. 

 
Drill #20: 5 Balls in a Box - For this drill, create a square box using painter’s tape or 
string. The square box should be 2 feet wide and 2 feet deep. You’ll want to leave off 
the side of the square that you’ll be putting from so that your ball has an opening to 
enter the box.  

Putt a ball so that it just crosses the tape or imaginary line, entering the box. Your 
next putt should go just past the first putt and leaving you room to try and squeeze 3 
more putts in. If you can successfully roll all 5 putts inside of the box with each putt 
going further than the previous then you’ve completed the drill successfully. If a putt 
ends up shorter than the previous putt or too far where it hits the back of the box 
then you must start over. 

Drill #21: Putting Shorter Than The Previous Putt Reverse Drill - Putt a ball 
about 10 feet away from you and then try to putt the next one to 9.5 feet, 9 feet, 8.5 
feet and so on. The goal is to putt each ball shorter than the previous putt but to 
challenge yourself see how many you can get in a 10 foot distance. For example, 
someone who putts to ball 1 to 10 feet, ball 2 to 7 feet, ball 3 to 5 feet, and ball 4 to 3 
feet only completed 4 putts in the 10 foot range. Another golfer who putted ball 1 to 
10 feet, ball 2 to 9 feet, ball 3 to 8 feet, and so on would win because they got more 
putts within the 10 feet while still putting one ball shorter than the previous. 

Drill #22: 4 Square Coin Drill - Using 4 quarters, make a 3 foot by 3 square on the 
ground. Set a golf ball on top of one of the quarters as your starting point. Then putt 
the ball to the next quarter trying to stop it on top of the quarter with perfect distance 
control. If you fail then start over at the first quarter. Try to make it around the square 
without messing up. 

Drill #23: Wall Distance Control - Find an open room with a wall that you can putt 
to. Your goal is to putt as close to the wall as possible without hitting it. Work your 
way back to different distances so that you improve your overall distance control. 



Drill #24: Eyes Closed for Feel - Find a hallway or open room where you can make 
a pretty long putt. Set up to your putt and imagine you’re on the green about to 
attempt a lag putt. Close your eyes before stroking the putt and let your senses take 
over judging how much power you feel you put into the stroke. Then guess based on 
feel how far you think your putt went and open your eyes to check the results. 

 
Drill #25: Eyes Closed Varied Putting - Close your eyes for several putts only 
opening them after each to judge your performance and get the next ball ready. 
Stroke several putts short, medium, and long distance while your eyes are closed to 
learn what each feels like. You’ll see great distance judgment improvement if you do 
this drill often as your feel improves. 

 
Drill #26: Lag Putting Points Challenge - For this drill you’ll be putting to different 
boxes that you’re going to create and record your point total trying to better it each 
time you play this challenge. To set it up you need 8 tees. You’ll place two tees 
upside down with the tips pointing up into the air at 20 feet away and each tee 
across from each other leaving a 2 foot wide gap in between them. Then you’ll 
measure 2 feet further back from each of those tees so that you’ve now created a 
box with the two closest tees at 20 feet and the two back tees at 22 feet. Then place 
two more tees at 24 feet and two more at 26 feet so that you’ve created 3 boxes 
total.  

You get 10 putts and your goal is to make them all into the middle box. If you do, 
award yourself 3 points each for 30 points total if you get all 10 inside. If your ball 
comes up short in the first box or long in the 3rd box then give yourself 1 point. If you 
don’t make it into any of the 3 boxes then subtract 2 points. 

 

  



CHAPTER 3: CHIPPING DRILLS 

CHIPPING ACCURACY & DISTANCE CONTROL: 

Drill #27: Chipping to a Towel - Set up a towel about 10 feet away from you to 
start. Chip golf balls trying to land them on the towel. The balls momentum will 
naturally carry it off the towel so don’t worry about that. You’re just trying to hit the 
target towel from different distances to work on landing zones. This drill will greatly 
improve your feel around the greens and improve your ability to carry the ball the 
intended distance. 

 
Drill #28: Chipping to a Towel in a Row - Rather than just chipping 50 times to a 
towel and recording how many hit the towel, now make it more challenging by trying 
to land so many chips in a row on the target towel. Start with 3 in a row as your goal 
and increase your streak as you get better. 

 
Drill #29: Ladder Chipping - Find 4 wash-cloths or towels folded into 6 inch by 6 
inch targets and set one at 3 feet, 6 feet, 9 feet, and 12 feet away from you. Chip a 
ball to the shortest target first and once you hit it move on to the next towel. 
Complete this drill by hitting all 4 targets. If you want to challenge yourself, set a limit 
for total attempts for completing the drill. For example, if you are at your limit of 20 
attempts and have only hit the first two targets then start over and try to hit all 4 in 
just 20 attempts. 

Drill #30: Ladder Chipping in a Row - This drill is the same as above but give 
yourself just 4 attempts total to hit the 4 targets. This means you must hit all 4 in a 
row or else you start over. It’s a very challenging drill but if you can complete it then 
you’ve for sure gotten better at chipping and distance control. 

Drill #31: Reverse Ladder Chipping - Start with the furthest target/towel and hit it 
with your chip before moving to the next closest towel. 

Drill #32: Reverse Ladder Chipping in a Row - Starting with the furthest target, try 
to hit all 4 in a row or else you restart. It will put pressure on you when you have just 
a 3 foot chip left to complete the 4 streak. To challenge yourself, try to extend the 
streak beyond 4 meaning once you’ve hit the 3 foot chip to end the drill, continue on 
by trying to hit #5 on the 6 foot target and #6 on the 9 foot target. 

Drill #33: Knock the Water Bottle Over – Set up a water bottle(s) at different 
distances in an open room. Then chip balls trying to knock them all over. You can 
record your attempts to each distance if you want to in order to have something to 
compare to in the future as you break your personal best for least amount of 
attempts. 

Drill #34: Hot Shot Chipping - Set up 6 inch by 6 inch targets or folded towels at 4 
feet, 8 feet, 12 feet, and 16 feet. The 4 foot target is worth 1 point, the 8 foot target is 



worth 3 points, the 12 foot target is worth 5 points, and the 16 foot target is worth 10 
points. You get 10 balls total to chip at whatever targets you want trying to score as 
high as possible. Each target that you chip to and hit will give you the point totals 
listed above. Over time see what your best score is and keep improving it. The 
maximum you can score is 100 points if you hit the 10 point target with all 10 balls. 

  



CHIPPING TRAJECTORY DRILLS: 

Drill #35: Chipping onto a Chair - Find an area where you won’t damage anything 

inside your home from chipping. Grab an office chair or other chair with a padded 

seat because you’ll be chipping golf balls up onto the chair so metal chairs will get 

annoying from the loud contact of the chair and ball. Next start a few feet away from 

the chair and trust your wedges loft to chip the ball high enough to make it onto the 

chair. It will take a few attempts to get the feel for how much power to chip with to 

keep the ball from flying way over the chair. Try to consistently chip several in a row 

onto the chair’s seat and from varying distances. The closer you are to the chair the 

more loft you’ll need on your wedge to get the golf ball up into the air sooner and 

steeper. 

Drill #36: Laundry Hamper Chipping - Another variation of previous chipping drills 
is to chip to a laundry hamper. Set the hamper 10 feet or more away and see how 
many balls out of 50 you can make into the hamper. Move the hamper to different 
distances as well as challenge yourself to make so many chips in a row into the 
hamper. 

 
Drill #37: Trajectory Chipping - Find an open space in your house or where you 
are practicing indoors and work on hitting chip shots with different trajectories. 
Alternate between the low bump and run trajectory, the medium trajectory, and the 
high flop shop trajectory. If you want even more of a challenge, try to chip each ball 
slightly higher in trajectory than the previous. Start low for this though and work your 
way up to sky high flops. Then reverse it and try to chip each ball with lower and 
lower trajectory starting with flop shots on down to the bump and run. 

 

  



CHAPTER 4: GOLF SWING DRILLS 

SWING IMPROVEMENT DRILLS: 

Drill #38: Mirror Swing Check - Find a mirror if you have one at home on a door or 
wall and work on checking different stages of your golf swing. Set up in front of the 
mirror and analyze this set up position looking at your feet width in relation to 
shoulders, ball positions in stance, weight balance, spine angle bend, and more. 
Then perform slow motion practice swings and analyze your takeaway, top of back 
swing, shoulder turn, hip turn, weight transfer, and more. 

Drill #39: Increased Shoulder Turn - If you want to hit the ball longer or preserve 
distance as you age, it’s important to maintain a full shoulder turn. For this drill, sit up 
straight in a chair with your driver or iron held out in front of you with two hands and 
feet planted on the floor. One hand should be on the golf clubs head and the other 
should be holding the other end of the club at the grip. Now twist your upper body to 
the right trying to keep your lower body still and feet planted on the floor. Then twist 
as far as you can to the other side to work on balanced flexibility and shoulder turn. 
This drill should increase your range of motion and shoulder turn if you practice it 
often and carefully attempt to turn further each time. You can stretch your back and 
upper body muscles prior to doing this drill to help avoid any strains. Your turns 
during the drill should also be slow and controlled to avoid muscle injury. You’ll feel 
resistance building stronger as you turn slowly further and further which will give you 
a decent core workout as well. 

Drill #40: The Takeaway Book Drill - Place a light weight book or a sports ball right 
behind your normal golf swing set up. Then perform the take away with your iron, 
pushing the book or ball backwards. This drill will train your arms to work in sync 
during the takeaway. 

 
Drill #41: Inside Square Inside Wall Drill - Grab an iron from your golf bag and 
head inside where you have a wall and space around you to perform mini swings. 
Set up facing the wall and far enough from the wall that your club naturally sits on 
the ground with a just a tiny bit of space between the club head and wall.  
 
Then perform slow motion half back swings to half follow through. If you have a 
tendency to take the club outside on the takeaway, the wall will be in the way 
training you to start the club straight back or slightly inside instead. On the 
downswing if you are an out to in swinger the wall again is in the way forcing you to 
work on coming from the inside. This will drill will help cure the swing path issue of 
most golfers as it forces you to learn the inside to square to inside swing path. You’ll 
come from the inside on the downswing to square at impact to back to the inside on 
the follow through. 

 
Drill #42: Power Toss - For this drill you’ll need a weighted medicine ball. If you 
don’t have one then you can purchase one rather cheaply at the local sports or 



fitness store. Once you have a med ball, find a cement wall or open space outside. 
Set up about 5 to 10 feet from the wall but turned sideways as if you were about to 
hit a golf into the wall. Holding the med ball with two hands out in front of you, turn 
back like you would in the back-swing and then fire through like you would on the 
downswing throwing the ball into the wall. This will build power as well as promote 
synchronization of your upper and lower body turn. If you’re outside in an open 
space, repeat the same process but throwing the ball out into the yard. 

 
Drill #43: Weighted Golf Club Swings - Purchase some weighted doughnut holes 
from your local sports or golf shop to slide onto your golf club adding weight to it. 
Then perform controlled golf swings keeping proper form. This drill will build power 
as well as swing speed over time as it works your muscles harder than a lighter club. 
 
Drill #44: The Grip & Re-Grip Drill - During the offseason it’s important to grip the 
club every few days to keep the feeling. If you take a few months off of golf without 
gripping a club it will feel very odd the next time you hold a club again. For this drill 
practice your grip for 25 or 50 repetitions a few days per week. 
 
Drill #45: Golf Swings on Video - Set up a camcorder or video recording device to 
capture your golf swings from different angles. Make sure you’re in an open room 
where you can perform full swings without breaking any lights or puncturing the 
drywall of a wall. Bring some boxes to prop the recording device up onto. Afterwards 
you can upload the video to your computer or TV and analyze the different check 
points in your swing by stopping the video or using slow motion. 
 
Drill #46: Stretch - This is critical to keep your muscles flexible and loose during the 
off-season. Each week make sure to perform a solid stretching routine that stretches 
the hamstrings, calf muscles, back, chest, and wrists. 
 
Drill #47: Lift Weights 2-3 Times Per Week - If you want more control as well as 
power over your golf swing then lifting weights will be important. Lift heavier weights 
for shorter reps to build strength. Make sure to incorporate stretching and practice 
swings each week that you lift to maintain your golf flexibility.  

 

  



CHAPTER 5: ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

I’m Nick Foy, founder of NickFoyGolf.com where I share golf tips with a community of 

over 35,000+ golf enthusiasts.  

We’d love to see ya join us. Use the links below. 

 

Helpful Resources 

The Blog: http://nickfoygolf.com/blog 

The Email Community + Free 10 Drills PDF: http://nickfoygolf.com/10drills 

http://nickfoygolf.com/
http://nickfoygolf.com/blog
http://nickfoygolf.com/10drills

